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It is now well known that it is an important method to composite a new
graph according to graphs’ operations by some known graphs, and it is a very
interesting job to study the relations between properties of the composited
graph and that of its factor graphs. The paper contains six chapters. It
centres on product of graphs, lexicographic product of graphs and corona of
graphs, and mainly study properties of these kinds of composited graph and
communication algerithm of interconnection networks based on product of
graphs. Here are some of main results in this paper:
1. In Chapter 2, we prove that the product of graphs satisfites commu-
tative law and associative law, and improve computing formula of products’
Wiener Index .
2. In Chapter 3, we first give the relation between the diameter and
connectivity of the lexicographic product of two graphs and that of factor
graphs, then we prove the relation between the Laplacian spectrum of the
lexicographic product of two graphs and that of factor graphs, at last we
give an estimation of isopermetric number of the lexicographic product of two
graphs.
3. In Chapter 4, we prove the relation between the Laplacian spectrum
of the corona of two graphs and that of factor graphs.
4. In Chapter 5, we give some properties of graphs composited by paths
and circuits, and study the properties of polynomial and determinant related
with paths and circuits.
5. In Chapter 6, we give a new wormhole-routed algorithm for meshes
and general producted networks.
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§1.1 -y$O9,U 1.1.1: R V krSE V t$;v0trS
V · V = {(u, v) | u, v ∈ V }. V P V t;vo
 (3 (u, v) k;v0Ytk (u, v) = (v, u) )E V t$$v0trS
V × V = {(u, v) | u, v ∈ V }. V P V tw.o
{ V0 = {(v, v) | v ∈ V }.,U 1.1.2: E
rS V P E .
2;W! G, { G = 〈V, E〉, EH V k
28r (U+z:v
[1f V .$Nr),  E k
V · V t
2wr
:vrS V t0! G t{ ({), rS E t0! G t#
Mz bG E ⊂ V · V \V0, AE G = 〈V, E〉 .j;W!ÆG E .
V × V twrAE G = 〈V, E〉 .$W!brS V t0! Gt{ ({), rS E t0! G t[ ($W#); G E ⊂ V × V \V0 ,AE G = 〈V, E〉 .j$W!
R G = 〈V, E〉 k
j;W! ∀ u, v ∈ V , G (u, v) ∈ E, u ∃ e ∈ E,bs (u, v) = e AE{ u, v [*.# e t	{
 V b$0[C;F
2&ME.! G t[&M{ A(G), A(G) ty i ky jX0 aij = 1, EH V by i 2{+y j 2{["A aij = 0, 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∀ v ∈ V , E$+{ v [t{t}.{ v t{ d(v).{ G t[. δ(G), . ∆(G). G! G ts2{tPAE G .PA!
 V b${t;F
2&ME.! G t{&M{ D(G), Y? D(G) {. DY:v?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 E(G) *f! G t$#trS |V (G)| *f! G t{} |E(G)| *f! G t#}
,U 1.1.3: E! G t{P#PtvX
W = v0 e1 v1 e2 v2 · · · vl−1 el vl.!t
2"EHo~ ei = (vi−1, vi) ∈ E(G), b vi ∈ V (G), ei ∈
E(G), i = 1, 2, · · · , l. 'EH v0 = v1, AE W .
!"
E" W bk# e1, e2, · · · , el \1PAE" W .pG'$ v0 = v1, AE W .
!p
'G" W bk{ v0, v1, · · · , vl \1PAE" W .dG
v0 = vl, l v1, · · · , vl \1PAE W .
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